
Y GRANDFATHER loved

horse racing; he loved the

numbers that horse racing

produced. He really felt like

he could understand the sport. 

In early 1982, I nearly died of septicaemia as

a 13-year-old. Sent to convalesce at his house, I

was immersed in his wonderful world of

numbers. 

‘When is a horse who has won twice as often

as another only half as good?’ he would say, as if

this had been enshrined in legend like the Riddle
of the Sphinx. I would parrot back: ‘When the

other’s opponents were four times better,’ even

though I didn’t grasp its meaning.

For a long time, this seemed just a ritual he

would invoke before sitting down with his

Yorkshire Post and trying to pick a few winners.

Then, one day, he looked up from his paper and

said: ‘If you knew all the horses in all the races,

you’d know what the odds should be.’ Even as a

child, this struck me as remarkable.

In my long stay in hospital, he had brought

me a tattered local newspaper supplement

containing the past season’s Rugby League

results. It was May, the season had finished and

he had filled in all the results and completed the

final table for the Second Division. 

Our team, Dewsbury (he lived close to their

old ground at Crown Flatt) had won 16 games

and lost the same number, finishing mid-table.

Arch-rivals Batley, by contrast, had struggled,

winning 8 and losing 24.

‘Based on this,’ he said, pointing at the final

standings, ‘what odds should we be against

them if you didn’t know the venue?’ he asked,

knowing he had taught me the method. I

paused, theatrically. ‘3-1 on, of course, because

our win ratio is three times greater than theirs.’

I could do this by rote, but it wasn’t until

much later I got it. A team’s wins divided by a

team’s losses was their odds ratio against an

average team in the league, a one-number

summary of their competitive strength. 

In that same Second Division of 1981-82, for

instance, Carlisle were a 7 because they had won

28 and lost 4, while Workington were a 3

because they had won 24 and lost 8. Assuming a

draw couldn’t happen, the percentage chance

that Carlisle beat Workington can be calculated

properly by following the law of total

probability:

M Put another way, Carlisle should be 7-3 on

and Workington 7-3 against, if you didn’t

know the venue. If you did know the venue, my

grandfather showed me you just multiplied the

home team’s rating by the ratio of home wins to

away wins in all the division’s games.

It was easy to work out match odds like this,

but my grandfather was preoccupied with the

greater challenge of horse racing. So, he asked a

more interesting question, linking back to his

‘riddle of the sphinx’: in the first round of the

Challenge Cup that season, Dewsbury had lost

out to Bradford Northern 14-12. Bradford

Northern had won 17, lost 12 and draw 1 that

season – but in the First Division. What should

have been the odds?

Counting a draw as half a win, Bradford

Northern’s odds ratio in the First Division was

17½ / 12½ = 7/5 while Dewsbury, remember,

were a 1 in the Second Division. But, to

calculate the odds between them, we need to

know how much better was the First Division

than the Second Division.

My grandfather turned over the results chart.

He had written down the

combined record of the

teams promoted to the First

Division that season, York,

Wigan, Fulham and

Whitehaven. It was a

miserable 27 wins, 6 draws

and 77 losses, an odds ratio

of 30/80 = 3/8. Now, the

previous season the four

teams had combined for a

record of 82 wins, 4 draws

and 26 losses in the Second

Division, an odds ratio of

84/28 = 3/1.  So, by that

token the First Division was

8 times better because (3/1) /

(3/8) = 8.

So, when Bradford

Northern played a Second

Division team, their
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competitive strength was 8 times greater than it

would be against a First Division club, so 7/5 x

8:

And, given the game was at Odsall, Bradford

were even bigger favourites than the 56 - 5 on

(close to 11-1 on) we have calculated here:

Dewsbury deserved massive credit for their

narrow loss.

Why did my grandfather want me to learn

this calculation? His mind had made a

connection it took me several years to emulate: a

horse’s competitive strength could be calculated

in a similar way to rugby teams’: multiply a

horse’s win-loss record (head-to-head, so 6 wins

and 1 loss if second in an 8-runner race) by the

average competitive strength of the opposition.

The problem for my grandfather was that he did

not have a computer to work it all out.

Expectation-Maximisation to the rescue!

That every horse’s competitive strength depends

on the competitive strength of the opposition

leads to a circular problem: the average strength

of the opposition also depends on the strength

of their opponents. So, we need a way to

estimate every horse’s strength at the same time.

Much later, I learned my grandfather’s

problem had been solved by others, notably the
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statistician David Hunter in the early 2000sb; it

was an optimisation task exploiting an

important aspect of the problem called

convexity which allows for an iterative solution

of all ratings to emerge. 

The simple algorithm is called Minorisation-
Maximisation (MM) and it goes something like

this:

STEP 1: Start with the rating of every horse

equal to its heads-up win-loss ratioc;

Repeat {

STEP 2: A horse’s revised rating is its win-loss

ratio multiplied by the average ratingd of every

horse faced;                          

STEP 3: Has any horse’s rating changede? If

YES, return to STEP 2 else go to STEP 4; }

STEP 4: STOP. This is the set of final ratings.

Calculated this way, the set of final ratings is

guaranteed to maximise the likelihood of the

results in the database. Using only the order of

finish, MM and a computer can calculate the

competitive strength of all juveniles who raced

in Britain and Ireland, so that I can do what my

grandfather only dreamed about – I can

estimate the oddse in a race between any set of

horses on this limited basis, just as he estimated

the theoretical odds between rugby teams,

without factoring in the scores of games or the

identity of the players in each game.  

In Table 1, I have extracted the leading

performances by this method. Here, Race
strength is the average odds ratio (see above) of

the horses in the race. Horse
ratingf is (5 + rivals beaten)

/ (5 + horses beaten by)

multiplied by Race

Strength. 

For a rating system that

knows nothing about

weight, distances between

finishers, prestige of race or

ease of victory, I think you

will agree the MM

algorithm does a reasonable

job. Remember, these

figures compute the product

of a horse’s placings and

how well its races have

worked out. 

Table 2 shows the leading

performances generated by

Mark Johnston-trained

juveniles – not including my

favourite horse Gear Up’s

marvellous Group 1 win in

the Criterium de Saint-Cloud, or any other race

outside these isles.

These numbers remind us what a smart,

super-game and likeable filly is Dubai Fountain
but also of the very useful efforts of the likes of

Qaader and King Zain. A horse I retain faith in

is Golden Flame who did not really go on after

his Chesham fourth, including when starting

favourite for the big Glorious Goodwood

maiden. He is rated tasty 85 as a result though.

Had my grandfather seen these numbers that

his mind first conceived with no help from

anyone 70 years ago now, I think he would have

loved the game even more than he did.

Table 2: Leading performances in Britain and Ireland by Mark Johnston-trained 
juveniles of 2020 by MM algorithm
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FOOTNOTES

a I talked about this in two episodes of

The Business of Betting podcast

(https://businessofbetting.com)

b Hunter’s MM algorithm (The Annals of

Statistics, Vol 32 No 1, 2004)

c Plus one prior win and one prior loss

according to Laplace’s rule of succession

d The geometric mean rather than the

arithmetic mean, that is

e To some arbitrary precision, say 0.001

f A Laplacian prior of 5 wins and 5 losses

results in the best predictions. To

estimate the equivalent BHA rating, use

85 + 22 x log10(Horse rating). e.g. Dubai

Fountain in the Fillies’ Mile 85 + 22 x

log10(14.7)  = 111


